**BOX OF SHAPES**

**TODDLER FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY**

**Gather:**
- Plastic baby wipe container
- Small items such as seasonal décor: fall leaves, plastic Christmas ornaments, pompoms or felt/foam to cut out shapes
- Template and scissors
- Child-friendly tweezer, tongs, or spoon

**Create:**
- Collect items for different seasons or create using template or outline (several included with this lesson)
- Choose one set to place into the box

**Play:**
- Instruct child to use the tweezer to get the shapes out of the box.
- Younger toddlers may struggle with this, so offer guidance, they will likely still begin using their pincer grasp instead.
- Encourage older toddlers to use the tweezer or tongs as much as possible to gain mastery and strengthen grip.
PLAY:
• To start over, use the opening in the lid to put the shapes back in the box.
• For younger toddlers who are unable to use the tweezer, putting shapes into the opening and then pulling them out again is a great fine motor task!
BOX OF SHAPES

Print and cut out this label for your box of shapes. Stick to box with packing tape or contact paper.

For more activities, visit www.uaex.edu/childcareresources or the UAEX FAMILY LIFE PINTEREST page!